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Abstract. A large-scale research project involving many research and industry
organizations working on a common goal should be an ideal basis for profound
technology evaluations. The possibility for industrial case studies in multiple
settings ought to enable reliable quantitative assessment of the performance of
new technologies in various real-world settings. However, due to diverse
challenges, such as internal agendas, implicit constraints, and unaligned
objectives, leveraging this potential goes beyond the usual challenge of catherding in such projects. Based on our experience from coordinating technology
evaluations in several research projects, this paper sketches the typical issues
and outlines an approach for dealing with them. Although new in its
composition, this approach brings together principles and techniques perceived
to have been useful in earlier projects (e.g., cross-organizational alignment,
abstract measures, and internal baselining). Moreover, as we are currently
applying the approach in a large research project, this paper presents first
insights into its applicability and usefulness.
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1

MOTIVATION

Besides bringing together specialists working on one specific topic, a key advantage
of large-scale research projects is the availability of a large number of “customer”
companies that provide an opportunity to perform empirical evaluations under real
conditions.
In software engineering, case studies are a commonly used empirical method for
investigating phenomena in such real-world settings. They contribute to a better understanding of software engineering technologies and their practical performance [9].
This is especially important when new software engineering technology is to be introduced in a company, because observations collected in vitro, for instance via controlled experiments, do not necessary scale up to realistic applications in a company
setting, and introducing a new technology not sufficiently evaluated beforehand can
have serious consequences [11].
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In recent years, a second term, action research, has been used increasingly in the
context of software engineering studies investigating the effect of new technologies
and process improvement activities. Runeson et al. use this term to separate (action
research) studies investigating a process improvement activity from case studies investigating the current state before or after an improvement action [16]. However,
based on their literature survey on action research, Santos et al. conclude that action
research is rarely used in software engineering [17], which matches our observation
that most studies conducted in the context of process improvement activities are published as (industrial) cases studies. In this paper, we therefore do not differentiate
between action and case study research when talking about technology evaluation and
subsume both methods under the more common term case study (CS).
We agree with Kitchenham et al. [9] that CSs are not only needed in software engineering to investigate “how” and “why” questions but also to check whether a new
technology is better in a given real-world context and, if so, how strong this improvement effect is. However, some inherent characteristics of CSs [16] limit their
validity in such applications. First of all, since most CSs represent only one ‘case’,
statistical tests as a typical means for assuring conclusion validity can rarely be applied. Moreover, the fact that a CS is conducted in a real-world setting limits the degree to which potential confounding factors can be controlled (internal validity). Finally, since a CS usually considers one specific project in one company, it is difficult
to determine the degree to which study findings can be generalized to other situations
(external validity).
One solution for addressing these weaknesses, at least partially, is to conduct multiple CSs, which would provide more cases and a more diverse context. However,
such multiple CS research – an example is presented by Mohagheghi and Conradi
[13] – is still rare. Reasons that typically inhibit such studies are the limited number
of available cases and the difficulty to get data measured consistently for available
cases that can be aggregated into more general statements.
An alternative might be found in performing a meta-analysis for existing case studies; however, a “meta-analysis is seldom possible […] because there are often insufficient primary studies” [8]. For instance, only four papers (5%) in the area of modelbased testing (MBT) present industrial applications [15]. In consequence, Davis et al.
(like many others) exclude CS results from their meta-analysis [4].
On the other hand, large-scale research projects seem to provide a good opportunity to perform a higher number of CSs addressing one topic. However, in reality,
various reasons (which we will discuss in more detail in the following section) limit
the practicability of getting combinable CS-based evaluation results in such projects.
Therefore, the majority of projects provide survey-based summarizing results in the
best case (e.g., [3][14]).
The aim of this paper is to support persons coordinating and setting up empirical
technology evaluations in large research projects by presenting an approach that addresses the most common challenges we and other researchers have typically been
faced with in the past. The intention of this paper is not to present a closed framework
for CS-based research in the context of large-scale research projects. Rather, it contributes by highlighting major challenges that need attention, presents an approach
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based on a set of mutually supporting recommendations, illustrates its application in
an ongoing large-scale research project, and reports on our experiences.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, existing work and guidelines in the area are discussed (Section 2), followed by challenges that make technology evaluation in large-scale projects difficult and which motivate our work (Section
3). The approach and its application are presented in Section 4 and the paper closes
with a summary and an outlook on future work in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Available guidelines for conducting CSs in software engineering are scientifically
elaborated and well detailed but focus mainly on qualitative research [12] and researchers planning to conduct a single CS [16]. Thus, they address the challenges
occurring in large-scale research projects only insufficiently.
Only few papers report on multiple CSs [13]. Moreover, they focus on reporting
their specific results and not on providing guidelines for conducting such studies.
Besides the general CS guidelines for technology evaluation provided by Kitchenham et al. [9], we are aware of only one contribution that explicitly deals with the
challenges of industrially based multiple CSs [1]. In contrast to our objective of technology evaluation, their guidelines focus on and were applied to explorative studies.
In explorative studies, however, the challenges addressed in this paper such as
baselining are of less importance and are thus not elaborately discussed or evaluated.
In education and social science, designs for multiple CSs (more formally called
multiple site, structured case study designs) were developed, for instance, by Greene
and David as an extension to the more traditional research strategies [6]. As in our
case, their major intention behind conducting multiple CSs in a structured way was to
increase the generalizability of their results. However, in accordance with the social
science understanding of CS research, their focus is on collecting and combining
qualitative data (such as information extracted from interviews). In consequence, they
do not deal with issues occurring when defining measures and determining baselines,
which are essential for quantitative technology evaluation.
A research direction that is related to this work since it is also driven by the goal of
supporting quantitative technology evaluation across multiple independent cases is
presented by Williams et al. [20]. They propose the concept of technology-dependent
frameworks for industrial case study research. They instantiated their concept idea by
developing a framework for evaluating extreme programming, which comprises a
core set of metrics and context factors [19]. Although defining a fixed set of metrics
seems appealing, in large-scale research projects we have observed two major issues
with such an approach: (1) Since the metrics are predefined, they cannot be simply
substituted by other metrics that would be easier to collect or more appropriate in a
specific case; (2) the proposed set of metrics comprises metrics demanding absolute
numbers regarding defects and productivity, which most companies are not willing to
reveal due to confidentiality issues (see also challenges discussed in the next section).
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3

Observed Challenges

This section summarizes typical challenges that can be observed during quantitative
technology evaluation and sketches how they are addressed in our approach.
In order to enrich and back up our own opinions, we conducted a focus group meeting [10] where we identified challenges observed by the participants in the context of
quantitative technology evaluation. Eleven researchers with practical experience in
empirical research participated; most of them also had experience in organizing its
application in large-scale research projects. In total, 17 challenges were mentioned; 16
of them could be clustered into four major groups: organizational issues (5), collecting the right data (4), providing combinable data (3), and defining a baseline (4).
Since organizational issues deal with scheduling, distribution of efforts, and empowerment of roles, they have to be addressed in the organization of the project. The remaining three groups are easier to target with methodological solutions and are therefore presented in more detail:
1. Collecting (the right) data to quantify the obtained improvements is often a major
challenge for several reasons. We will focus on the most critical ones: (1) Data collection has to be well motivated, especially in a large research project where potential CS providers cannot be forced to collect data but have to be convinced that
they will personally benefit from such data collection. In our approach, we address
this issue by providing the means for aligning measurement activities not only with
the objectives of the research project but also with company-specific businesses
goals. (2) In order to be useful, the measures have to be clearly defined and address
the goals of the research project. In our approach, we define what data are relevant
by developing consolidated goal and strategy graphs for the project objectives with
abstract measures. Additionally, we develop examples of suitable CS-specific
measurement plans and conduct workshops to teach goal-oriented measurement.
2. Providing (combinable) data: In order to get more general statements on the effects of new technologies, CS-specific measurement results have to be provided
and combined. In large-scale projects, this is usually difficult due to data confidentiality and the different environments in which these data were collected. To assure that such data can be combined (at least at a certain level of abstraction), we
define in our approach a common set of general but abstract measures that quantify
consolidated project goals but can be implemented with different strategies and
measurement plans. The issue that certain types of data (e.g., defect numbers,
productivity data, etc.) can be collected but not provided to persons outside the organization due to confidentiality reasons is addressed in the definition of measures,
which call not for absolute but only for relative improvement numbers.
3. Defining a baseline: In order to evaluate improvements resulting from a new technology, we need a baseline for comparison. Identifying an appropriate source for
collecting baseline data is one of the most essential but also challenging tasks,
since in large projects with one or two dozen CSs, researchers with an empirical
background are usually not involved deeply enough in each CS context to guide
and support baseline data collection. On the other hand, for the people responsible
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for a CS, it is typically not clear where baseline data can be obtained, what the advantages and limitations of the different sources of baseline data are, and how they
can deal with confidentiality issues if sensitive company data are involved. In our
approach, we support CS providers by introducing the concept of internal baselines to deal with sensible company data, providing dedicated guidelines for
baselining that show possible sources of baselines, and explaining the specific advantages and drawbacks of different baselining solutions.

4

Approach and Application

In the following, we will first sketch the overall approach, then briefly introduce the
context in which we are currently evaluating the approach, and finally present the
three major components of the approach. In its general procedure, our approach follows the quality improvement paradigm [1] used (at least implicitly) in most CS research and refined by related guidelines: At the beginning, the overall project- and
CS-specific goals are consolidated, documented, and quantified via measures (characterize and set goals); then, the studies design is concretized, sources of baseline data
are defined, and measures are operationalized via measurement plans (plan); next,
baselining is performed, the CSs are conducted, and measurement data is collected
(execute); finally, the collected data is analyzed, aggregated, and reported (analyze
and package).
4.1

Application Context: MBAT

We applied the approach to the ARTEMIS project MBAT1 (Combined Model-based
Analysis and Testing of Embedded Systems). MBAT aims at facilitating a new leading-edge Reference Technology Platform in the European Union for the efficient
validation and verification of software-intensive technical systems by using modelbased technologies, focusing primarily on the transportation domain. The 3-year project is supported by 38 European partners ranging from large companies from the
automotive, rail, and aerospace domains, via innovative tool vendors to leading-edge
research institutes. The project with its structure, tasks, and activities is industrially
driven by more than 20 case studies.
4.2

Goal Alignment and Measurement Plans

In order to identify relevant measures in a goal-oriented way and assure that the collected measurement data can be interpreted and aggregated across the boundaries of a
single evaluation, we adapted GQM+Strategies (GQM+) [2], which was originally
developed for clarifying and harmonizing goals and strategies across different levels
of an organization with goal and strategy graphs and support monitoring the success
or failure of strategies and goals by means of goal-oriented measurement.
1

MBAT project website: www.mbat-artemis.eu
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In our case of multiple CSs, where we apply GQM+ to a large-scale research project, we introduce four major layers, one with the CS provider’s high-level goals and
strategies, one with the overall (research) project goals, one with refinements of these
through sub-goals, including corresponding strategies, and one with the CS-specific
implementation of the addressed strategies and measures. Fig.1 illustrates these layers.
Case study provider’s high level
organizational goals and
strategies
G: ORG

Overall MBAT
project goals
G1 to G5
General
(consolidated)
refinement
of overall
project goals
and reference
strategies

S: PRJ

Strategies
implemented
in a case study

G: ORG

G: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

G: PRJ

G: PRJ

G: PRJ

S: PRJ

S: PRJ

S: PRJ

Case-study-specific
extension of general
refinement and
reference strategies

Refinement and
implementation
of organizational
goals not related
to project goals
S: ORG

G: ORG

G: PRJ

S: PRJ

S: PRJ

S: PRJ

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

G: PRJ

G: PRJ

G: ORG

Part of MBAT Goals+Strategies graph

Organization-internal parts

Goal

CS-provider-specific parts

Parts not relevant for project

Strategy

G: ORG

G: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

S: ORG

Goal or strategy
not relevant for a
specific case study

refinement
implementation

Fig. 1. Relationships between high-level organizational, general project, and case-studyspecific goals and strategies

In the first step, the general overall goals are defined based on the project objectives, which can usually be extracted from the project proposal. However, these goals
should be made more concrete with more specific sub-goals and strategies, which
should obviously include the application of techniques or tools developed in the research project. This refinement needs to be done jointly between measurement and
domain experts since the project proposal is usually not detailed enough and contains
gaps and ambiguities regarding goals and strategies that need to be resolved. Typical
cases are that strategies are mentioned without a clear link to the goal they address or
vice versa – that goals are stated without any explanation of how exactly they are to
be achieved.
Using a questionnaire, the initially refined goal and strategy graphs are evaluated
by all CS providers to check for completeness, identify dispensable parts, and assure a
common understanding in the consortium. The feedback is integrated into a consolidated version of the graphs. Fig. 2 presents an example of such a consolidated goal
and strategy graph developed in MBAT.
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Overall MBAT project goals

General (consolidated)
refinement and reference
strategies

S2.1: Find defects earlier
during development by using
model-based T&A technology

G2.1.1: Reduce rework
resulting from incomplete,
instable, and erroneous
requirements by 33%

S2.1.1: Improve
robustness of
requirements by early
validation

G2: Reduce overall defect costs by 33%

G2.1.2: Reduce
defects slipped
through construction
stage by 15%

S2.1.2: Increase
usage of formal
analysis and
simulation methods

G2.2.1: Reduce average fault
localization and correction cost
for defects found during
construction stage by 15%

S2.1.3a:
Apply virtual
integration
testing

Unique Goal ID: Textual
description of the goal
including planned level of
improvement in %

G2.1.3: Increase
effectiveness of MBATimproved V&V after
construction by 15%

S2.1.3b: Apply
new model-based
testing to improve
quality of tests

G2.2.2: Reduce average fault
localization and correction cost
for defects found during MBAT
improved V&V after
construction by 10%

S2.2.1: Improve fault location
capabilities of analysis methods
(e.g., support for detailed analysis of
wrong behavior and failure situation)

Unique Strategy ID:
Textual description of the
strategy used to address
a higher-level goal

S2.2: Improve fault
location capabilities by
applying MBAT technology

S2.1.3c: Improve effectiveness of
test model (e.g., by ensuring its
correct generation from requirements
by traceability analysis)

G2.2.3: Reduce average
fault localization and
correction cost for defects
found after MBAT improved
V&V by 25%

S2.2.2: Improve fault location capabilities by using model-based T&A
technology (e.g., use impact analysis and provide traceability to identify
affected construction artifacts such as requirements and code)

Dashed goals & strategies
are only considered relevant
for a smaller subset of CS
providers

Refinement relationship between
a goal that is addressed by one or
more strategies and a strategy that
leads to one or more sub-goals

Fig. 2. General refinement of overall MBAT project goal G2

Not every general project goal has the same relevance for each CS provider. Moreover, in different CSs, different combinations of strategies (e.g., selections of technologies) can be used to reach the same project goal. Therefore, in the next step, the
GQM+ approach is applied for each CS to identify a CS-specific subset of consolidated goals and align them with the company’s high-level organizational goals. This
allows the CS providers to show the relevance of the general project goals internally
and motivate the collection of data. It also means that a CS provider will typically not
collect measurement data for all but only for a selection of goals defined in the general Goals+Strategies graphs (which is illustrated in Fig. 1 by the crossed-out goals
and strategies).
In the next step, specific measurement plans using abstract measures have to be defined for each CS. Fig. 3 illustrates the template used based on an actual measurement
plan developed in the MBAT project.
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Goal
ID and Name

G4.3: Use technology that is applicable / scales for
systems with a complexity increased

General MBAT goal
addressed in the CS

S4.3: Use T&A models to abstract from system details
(leads to a reduced complexity per abstraction level)

General MBAT
strategy applied

Applied Strategies
(A) ID and Name

Concrete
Implementation
Applied Method
Applied Tooling
Procedure

Create abstractions of the T&A models
MBAT RTP
Check the applicability of MBAT technology on a
system with low quantization with a system with
high quantization

Concrete CS-specific implemenation of the strategy
Concretization of the goal
based on GQM goal template

Measurement Goal
Purpose
Quality Focus
Object
Viewpoint
Context

Characterize/Evaluate
Scalability
MBAT technology
V&V engineer
UCA1. Brake-by-wire system: 5 ECUs system, Lab
project (prototype dev.), Team size =5.
Automotive, ABS component

Domain

Communicated and
aggreated measurement
results

Interpretation Model Name

Expected Value

Scale

Interpreted Measure
Constraints [opt.]

<1

Dimensionless

SCALABILITY_RATE

Q1 Which level of improvement was obtained with respect to the quality in focus?
Name
Calculation
Derived Measures
SCALABILITY_RATE

Scalability rate of MBAT

Unit (Scale)

Internal
implementation
(numbers are not
communicated)

Collection Time

Collector

SCALABILITY_RATE=DELTA_EFF/DELTA Dimensionless
_COMP
DELTA_COMP=(STATES_HDimensionless
STATES_L)/STATES_L
DELTA_EFF=(EFFORT_VV_HDimensionless
KEFFORT_VV_L)/KEFFORT_VV_L

End of the V&V phase

V&V engineer

End of the V&V phase

V&V engineer

End of the V&V phase

V&V engineer

DELTA_COMP

Increased complexity difference

DELTA_EFF

Increased V&V effort

Base Measures

Name

Collection Method

Unit (Scale)

Collection Time

Provider

EFFORT_VV_H
EFFORT_VV_H
STATES_L
STATES_H

Cost for performing V&V in low quantized system
Cost for performing V&V in high quantized system
Reachable states of the low quantized system
Reachable states of the high quantized system

Manually
Manually, with MBAT technology
Dimensionless
Dimensionless

manhour
manhour
Dimensionless
Dimensionless

End of the V&V phase
End of the V&V phase
End of the V&V phase
End of the V&V phase

V&V engineer
V&V engineer
V&V engineer
V&V engineer

Collection Time

Collector

(ordinal)
(ordinal)
(ordinal)

Before baseline
End of baseline
End of baseline

CS responsible
CS responsible
CS responsible

Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)
Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)
Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)

(ordinal)
(ordinal)
(ordinal)

Before case study
End of case study
End of baseline

CS responsible
CS responsible
CS responsible

Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)
Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)

(ordinal)
(ordinal)

Before case study
End of case study

CS responsible
CS responsible

Q2 Which factors differentiate the baseline from the treatment case and may influence the measurement results?
Collection Method
Unit (Scale)
Confounding Factors Name

Q3 Was measurement correctly performed when collecting baseline data (low quantized system)?
Meas_col_B
Meas_cor_B
Meas_com_B

Measures consistently implemented
Measures correctly collected
Measurement data completely collected

Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)
Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)
Questionnaire (Fraunhofer IESE)

Q4 Was measurement correctly performed when strategies were applied (high quantized system)?
Meas_col_M
Meas_cor_M
Meas_com_M

Measures consistently implemented
Measures correctly collected
Measurement data completely collected

Q5 Was the strategy/treatment (A) correctly implemented?
M&T_A_applicable
M&T_A_correctly

Method and tools for strategy (A) applicable
Method and tools for strategy (A) correctly applied

Fig. 3. Example of case study specific measurement plan at Volvo (G4.3)

Application experience in MBAT: Based on the business needs and objectives
stated in the project proposal, we extracted five overall project goals for MBAT and
developed a Goals+Strategies graph refining them:
─
─
─
─
─

G1 Reduce overall verification and validation costs by 20%;
G2 Reduce overall defect costs by 33%;
G3 Reduce total cost of ownership for development platform by 15%;
G4 Provide high quality in the face of increased complexity by 30%;
G5 Reduce time to market for embedded systems products by 20%.
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The initially developed Goals+Strategies graphs including the identified goals,
strategies, and abstract measures were sent to all CS providers as an Excel-based
questionnaire asking
─
─
─
─

which of the goals they plan to evaluate quantitatively in their CS,
which of the strategies they plan to apply to reach these goals,
which additional goals and strategies not mentioned yet are relevant for their CS,
open questions and issues regarding goals, strategies, and abstract measures.

Based on the results, we identified 21 goals and strategies addressed only few or
none of the CS. In addition, we obtained estimates for the expected relative improvements, which were also included in the consolidated goals. All 16 identified yet missing goals and strategies were integrated into the graphs. Ambiguous or difficult-tounderstand descriptions were revised. Moreover, the survey results indicate that a CS
addresses an average of 14 of the 29 goals. The resulting graph for G2 is shown in
Fig. 2.
A two-day workshop format was used to teach the CS providers the fundamentals
of GQM+ and goal-oriented measurement. The participants learned how to align their
organizational high-level goals with the general MBAT project goals and specified
them in CS-specific measurement plans. The workshop used a mix of presentations
and exercise where the actual goals of the CS providers were addressed in moderated
groups. The measurement plans were finalized by the CS provider offline with the
support of a moderated online interest group and individual support by experts for
conducting empirical studies. In order to illustrate the content of such measurement
plans, the plan implementing G4.3 at Volvo is presented in Fig. 3.
4.3

Internal Baselining

In order to empirically evaluate the effect of a new technology in a CS, measurement
results gained during the CS (when the new technology is applied in a particular project) are usually compared to so-called baseline data [5]. These baseline data are intended to represent the “current” status before the new technology was applied. For
instance, if we collect data in a CS about the average effort for defining a test case
because we introduced a new technology to reduce this effort, we also need to know
the average effort it took to define a test case before we introduced the new technology. If we do not have a baseline value for this measure, we cannot judge whether the
new technology reduced the average effort or not.
The software engineering literature (e.g., [9][5][18]) commonly mentions three
means to get baseline data: use data from a sister project, use historical company data,
or split the studied project into components with and without application of the evaluated technology. These three options span the dimensions of time (sequential: historical project vs. concurrent: sister or split project) and locality (inside CS project: split
project vs. outside CS project: historical or sister project). Therefore, we extend these
three possibilities by a fourth option not mentioned before: taking data from an earlier
release of the CS project for baselining (sequential/inside). In the following, we will
discuss each baseline source regarding its strengths and weaknesses, taking as a basis
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the three baselining assumptions by Jung et al. [7], which we extended in this work
with a fourth one that we called “comparable context” to get a total of four properties
of good baselines2:
─ Absence of treatment: Because we want to evaluate the effect of our treatment (i.e.,
the new or modified technology in our case study), we obviously need to collect
baseline data in a situation where the new or modified technology does not affect
the measurement results.
─ Consistent operationalization: Baseline data should be collected using the same
operationalization used to collect the data during the case study in which the new
or modified technology is applied. Using a different kind of operationalization
makes the data potentially incomparable (e.g., if effort numbers are collected for
the baseline with overtime, but without overtime during the case study).
─ Comparable context: Baseline data should be collected in a context as comparable
as possible to the context in which the application of the new or modified technology takes place. The objective is to reduce the effect of confounding factors such
as time pressure or experience that influence the measured performance.
─ Multiple measurements: In the best case, a baseline should consist of more than
one measurement point. The reason is that a natural and uncontrollable fluctuation
in the measured value that is not the effect of the newly introduced or modified
technology can only be determined if multiple measurement points are available.
Additionally, we discuss the baselines in the context of three potential obstacles hindering the usage of a specific baseline source: Differences regarding the period needed to collect the required data, whether an intervention in non-CS projects is required
to collect the data, and on which level of detail data have to be collected (e.g., total
effort vs. effort per module), which affects the effort and ease of data collection.
─ Historical project baseline: One option for establishing a baseline is to use data
collected for one or more past projects as a baseline. The advantage is that the data
were typically collected in the past and must only be extracted in order to be used
as a baseline. The major disadvantage is that past project data were usually not collected using the defined measures to be collected during the CS (consistent operationalization). Moreover, it is hard to assure that the projects for which the required
data are available are sufficiently similar to the CS project to draw reliable conclusions (comparable context). The second point can be partially addressed by identifying potential confounding factors other than the new or modified technology that
may influence the measured properties as well as analyzing the variation in the
measured values for the different applications of the “current” baseline technology
in the past projects.
─ Sister project baseline: An option that addresses the most critical limitation of
historical project baselines (i.e., having consistent operationalization) is to use one
or more similar concurrent projects instead of past projects to get the required
2

The comparability of baseline and treatment context was most likely not considered in Jung
et al. since they assumed in their understanding of baselining a given stable context.
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baseline data. Because a sister project runs in parallel to the CS, the same measures
as in the CS can be collected, assuring consistent operationalization. However, this
means additional measurement effort in the sister projects. A challenge kept from
the historical project baseline is to identify one or more sister projects that are sufficiently similar to the CS project to allow drawing reliable conclusions (comparable context). As mentioned for the historical project baseline, this can be partially
addressed by identifying and controlling influencing factors other than the new
technology.
─ Inter-release baseline: An inter-release baseline does not use historical or sister
projects to define a baseline, but rather uses different releases of the same (longer
running) project to first define the baseline and then conduct the CS. The major
advantage is that the context in different releases of the same project is usually
much more stable than between different projects (e.g., similar team, work environment, processes). Thus, inter-release baselines address the major challenge of
sister project baselines (comparable context). Moreover, data only need to be collected in one project. On the other hand, sufficient time should be planned for collecting the baseline data and then conducting the CS, since these activities cannot
be parallelized.
─ Split-project baseline: A split-project baseline is the most elaborate way to evaluate the effect of a new technology in a real-world context. The activities affected
by introducing the new technology are identified and the people who are to perform these activities are randomly assigned to one of two groups. The members of
the baseline group apply the “current” baseline technology, whereas the members
of the treatment group apply the new technology. For each group, performance is
measured separately. For instance, if a new MBAT technique is to be evaluated
against the existing manual derivation of test cases, it has to be possible to differentiate between defects found in the product parts tested in a model-based manner
and the parts tested with manually defined test cases. Also, effort data has to be
collected separately for the parts tested in a model-based manner and those tested
manually (granularity in data collection).
Table 1 summarizes the discussion by presenting the result of a small survey conducted among six researchers with experience in technology evaluation. Each participant
rated each baseline data source regarding each aspect on an ordinal scale (-,o,+,++).
With the exception of “Granularity required in data collection”, which had to be excluded from the analysis due to an ambiguous formulation in the survey, the table
presents the median of their rating.
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Table 1. Strengths and weaknesses of baseline data sources
Type of Baseline

Historical
Project

Sister
Project

InterRelease

SplitProject

Period needed to collect required data

++

O

O

+

Intervention in non-case study projects

+

O

+

+

Granularity required in data collection

+

+

+

O

++

+

+

O

Consistent operationalization

-

+

+

++

Comparable context

-

O

+

++

++

O

+

++

Data Source
Feasibility of baseline data collection

Accuracy of technology evaluation
Absence of treatment

Multiple measurements

Our approach introduces the concept of internal baselines. This means that a baseline is defined individually for each CS provider. Baseline data stay inside the organization that applies the technology and collects the data, meaning that baseline data do
not need to be communicated to other project partners nor to organizations outside the
project. Instead of reporting that 2.5h (baseline) were needed with the old technique
and 1.5h with the new one to write an average test case, for example, a CS provider
only reports the 40% reduction in time (relative improvement) and potential confounding factors in the baseline and CS.
Application experience in MBAT: Based upon the feedback, CS providers in
MBAT considered the overview of baseline sources including strengths and weaknesses as useful when selecting an appropriate baselining approach. However, it is
difficult to evaluate whether this will ultimately also increase the availability of reliable baseline data.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper motivates the need for more multiple case studies in the context of technology evaluation for which specific guidelines are still missing. Major challenges
identified by a focus group were presented and an approach was proposed to address
them. In particular, we showed how a simplified version of GQM+Strategies can be
instrumented and applied to consolidate general project goals and align them with CSspecific goals. Moreover, we address typical confidentiality issues in our approach by
communicating and aggregating only relative measurement results on the project level
in combination with our concept of internal baselines. Finally, typical baseline approaches are extended by inter-release baselines and presented together with an evaluation of their advantages and disadvantages using expert-based evaluation.
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Currently, we are applying the approach in a large-scale project with more than 20
CSs. In this paper, first but promising results regarding applicability and usefulness
are reported; however, after project completion in 2014, we plan to provide more
elaborate results.
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